We classify all line congruences of degree at most 8, i.e. surfaces in the Grassmann variety Gr (l, 3) = Q 4 of lines in P£ viewed äs a quadric of P 5 , by describing their Hubert scheme. These surfaces are assumed to be smooth. 
Introduction
We start by recalling a few notations and results. The «-dimensional smooth quadric is denoted Q n^P n+i . We are mainly interested in g 4 = Gr(l, 3) . It is usual to attach to each coherent sheaf on Q 4 äs Chern classes some integers c l9 c 2 , c' 2 , c 3 , c 4 whose meaning is obvious from the structure of the Chow groups A l (Q 4 ): 1 ( ) 4 ) = the generator 1 being the class of the hyperplane section of Q 4 in P 5 ;
θ ^n'i with ni being the class of an α-plane X consisting of lines of P 3 through a point and η' 2 the class of an α'-plane X' consisting of lines in a plane of P of an α-plane Χ and an α'-plane X', and we can thus assume our congruences to be irreducible.
It can also be easily proved the validity of the following translation of the Mumford Castelnuovo's criterium for a coherent sheaf F on Q n : If H l (F(-z)) = 0 for all i>0, then H l (F(-i + l)) = 0 for all z>0, /^O and F is generated by global sections. Furthermore, if F is a b ndle of rank r, which is generated by its sections then r -l generic sections s i ,...,s r^1 of F are dependent on a variety Υ = (s 1 Λ s 2 A · · · A s,.-ĥ aving Singular locus of codimension 6. For n = 4, this is a (c 2 , c' 2 ) smooth congruence fitting in the sequence thus defining an extension Ext l (J y ( Cl ) 9 SrĈ onversely, given a congruence 7 and r-l sections generating ω γ (4 -c t ) there corresponds a locally free extension F s above (cf. [6] , [16] ).
We recall some elements of the theory of linkage [14] . For a smooth congruence r Υ and generators (J) 9 4 ( -a f ) -» J y of its ideal with degrees a t ^α 2 ^ ··· ^a r >0, i there are two complexes, i.e. threefolds of 4 , of degree a i9 a 2 linking Υ to another smooth congruence. Translating to our context prop. 2. 5, [14] we obtain that if Υ is a congruence with locally free presentation 0 -> F l -> F 2 -> J y -> 0 then the ideal of a congruence Y' linked to 7 by complexes of degrees s, i has presentation We recall from [7] or [12] (3, 5) or (4, 4) . The corresponding Hubert scheme has then two disjoint irreducible components (since clearly the (3, 5) congruences cannot be flat deformations of (4, 4) congruences).
Comparing the above expression of ( (1)) with the one obtained from RiemannRoch formula applied to the rank 0 coherent sheaf 5 y on Q 4 we obtain the Chern classes of 5 y . The Inversion of these classes provides the total Chern class of J Y :
Using these techniques and results we will obtain all the irreducible components of the Hubert scheme of smooth congruences of degree d + rf'^S, äs listed below. All those components are smooth and unirational.
In this list, by the abbreviation "deg" after the bidegree, we mean degenerate congruences. We denote by F m " the complete intersection of complexes of degree m and n. As usual P 2 (x l5 ..., x n ) denotes the blowing up of P 2 at n points x i9 ... 9 x n . Then £ 1? ..., E n are the exceptional divisors, and L is the proper transform of the line of P 2 . By a ruled surface we mean always a geometrically ruled surface, and we use the notation F for its generator and C 0 for the divisor such that C% = -e (cf. [5] , V. 2). The bundles £, E', E, S 2 E, S 2 JE', /?* 4 will be defined in next section and by the word "presentation" we mean the inclusion of bundles whose cokernel is the ideal J Y ,Q 4 of the congruence. We include also in the table below the one reducible (l, 1) congruence. The classification above can be immediately deduced from the list of smooth surfaces of P 5 and P 6 in lonescu's works [9] , [10] , [11] by eliminating those with invariants uncompatible with the above formula relating K 2 , d, d\ H K, p a äs well äs the possible case of the Segre embedding of C P 1 (where C is a quartic plane curve), since the Segre embedding of P 2 P 1 does not fit in Q 4 . Therefore our task has two parts:
1) Proving the existence in Q 4 of all congruences surviving the elimination. This is immediate by just observing that all our presentations are of the form
= ^ where the existence of will be proved separately). For a generic choice of the monomorphism, the congruence so defined is smooth and comparing Chern classes we find in each case the wanted invariants, so it must belong to the described classification and embedding type.
2) The second part consists of proving that all congruences with these invariants and thus of the given classification and embedding type are presented in this way. This leads to the description of the corresponding component of the Hubert scheme, which will always kappen to be smooth and unirational and thus irreducible. In the table, we have subindicated with letter r the dimension of the Hubert schemes which we will prove to be rational.
Furthermore, these presentations, together with the cohomology tables for bundles in § 2, yield a complete Information on the cohomology of the ideal of our congruences and thus of their postulation. We can deduce, for instance, that all of them are linearly normal excepted the inverse image of the Veronese surface and a congruence of bidegree (3, 3) and invariants g=l, </ = 0, p g = Q.
We observe that one of the (4,4) congruences is the blowing-up of the plane in 11 points, i.e. the blowing-up of the smooth quadric surface in 10 points. This answers positively to the question in [11] about the existence of such an embedding in P 5 .
Vector bundles on Q 4
We obtain in this section all the informations about bundles on Q 4 needed in this work. Let F be a rank 2 bündle on Q 4 with c 1 = -l. Both Mumford-Takemoto and Gieseker-Maruyama defmitions of stability are equivalent for F and translated by the condition /f°(F) = 0. It has been proved in [1] , theor. 1.6 that this implies that the restriction F Ö3 to a generic hyperplane section Ö3 = ß 4 Theorem. The two spin bundles £, E' deßned by the "universal sequence"
are the only stähle rank 2 bundles with c i = -l, c 2 = (1, 0), (0, 1) (resp.) and they appear in exact sequences
(we will refer to these two sequences äs "presentations" of the -plane and the a' '-plane).
Proof. It is enough to give the proof for £, the one for E' being dual. Let then F be a stable rank 2 bündle with c l = -1, c 2 = (l,0). Since Proof. Since H 1 (£ 3 (/)) = 0 for / ^ -l or dually # 2 (£ 3 (/)) = 0 for / ^ -1 we get H 1 (£(/)) = 0 for /g-l or dually H 3 (£(/)) = 0 for /£-2. Therefore /j 2 (£(-l)) = ;t(£(-l)) = 0 and this implies that H 2 (£(0) = 0 for all /^ -1. In particular A°(£(!)) = χ(£(1)) + /ι 1 (£(!))^χ(£(1))=1. The zero-scheme of a section of £(1) must be a surface r, since #°(£) = 0, with bidegree (c 2 (£(l)), c 2 (£(l))) = (l,1), lying in a sequence 0 £(1) .Ml)· 0.
For this surface we have h l (J r ) = h l (E) = -χ(Ε) = 1. Clearly Υ cannot be a nonreduced structure on an α-plane or α'-plane since it must intersect any α'-plane and any α-plane. Therefore it has two connected components which must be of bidegrees (l, 0) and (0, 1), i.e. Y = X. As second part of this section, we list some tables of cohomology which will be useful in the sequel. From the above sequences we find . / The only nontrivial computation h'(S 2 E(l)) -0 has been obtained from [15] , prop. 2. We can also use the identity E ® E = S 2 E φ θ(-1).
Congruences of degree 6 and 7
In this section and the next we prove the data listed at the end of § 1. d') = (3, 3) , g = l, q = 0, p g = 0. For any such congruence 7, it is K= -H so that co Y (l) = 9 Y is generated by one section, thus defming a rank two b ndle F in a sequence ("presenting" Y)
Lemma. // Υ is a congruence with H 3 (E
The normalization F(-2) of F is stable with c i = -1, c 2 = (l, 1). Therefore F = £(2).
Since # 4 (£(-2)) = 0, we get # 4 (£' ® £(-!)) = 0 by tensoring with £(-2) the dual of the universal sequence. Tensoring with £(-1) the universal sequence we see this implies H* (E (g) J y (l)) = 0. Tensoring with £(-2) the sequence presenting 7, we obtain the vanishing of H 3 (E ® </ y (l)), and tensoring it with £(-1) we obtain the vanishing of H 2 (E ® J y (2)). We see that H 1 (J Y (3)) = Q from the presentation of this ideal.
Applying functors Ext*(-, J y ) to this presentation we obtain Ext 2 (J y , J y ) = 0.
By the lemma, we conclude that the Hubert scheme is smooth of dimension 20. We prove now that it is rational. The main point is that so that each congruence Υ arises in a unique way from a section of £(2) defmed up to a scalar. If M is the rational moduli of bundles E and ε is the universal b ndle on MX Q 4 -^-> M, then a dense open subset of Ρ(ρτ*(έ ® pr*# 4 (2)) v ) is the Hubert scheme of these congruences. It is clearly rational. , d') = (3, 3) , #=1, q = l, ^ = 0. Since £(2) is generated by global sections by Mumford-Castelnuovo's criterium (cf. § 1) there are epimorphisms &Q 4 4 (-2)-» £ -» J$ showing that X is linked by two quadratic complexes to another smooth congruence Υ of bidegree (3, 3) . From the presentation of X we obtain s presentation of Υ
Nondegenerate congruences with (rf
By comparing Chern classes we see that Υ has the wanted invariants. This solves the existence problem in this special case.
We prove now that any congruence Υ with these invariants arises in this way. We know from lonescu's list [9] that Υ is linearly normal, i.e. /i°(# y (l)) = 6, thus°( e y (2))^6 + °(S H (2))=18 and /z°(J y (2))^2. Therefore Υ is linked by two quadratic complexes to a (l, l)-congruence Y' which must be either X or a quadric surface. The last possibility would force a presentation of the ideal of Y not compatible with its invariants. Therefore, Y' = X s wanted.
The smoothness and dimension of the Hubert scheme follows by the lemma from the sequences
The vanishing of H 2 (£ (x) £(!)) has been obtained in turn from
We are left with the proof of the unirationality of the Hubert scheme. This follows from the fact that the choice of X and two quadratic complexes containing X is parametrized by the rational variety where χ denotes the universal subscheme of Q 4 χ N pr > JV lying on the Hubert scheme N of the disjoint unions X of an α-plane and an oc'-plane.
Nondegenerate congruences with (rf, d
r ) = (3, 3) , #=2, #=0, ^ = 0. By lonescu's list [9] any such congruence 7 is linearly normal, thus 2))=17 and so 7 is linked by two quadratic complexes to a (l, 1) congruence T which must be either X or a quadric surface. If Y' were X, then Υ would be one of the congruences of the former case (d, d') -(3, 3) , g=l, q = l 9 P 5 = 0· Therefore, Y 1 is a quadric surface, whose presentation 0 -> 3 4 (-2) -^ %(-!) φ 3 4 (-1) -, J r -> 0 yields the wanted presentation of y.
The smoothness and dimension of the Hubert scheme follow by the lemma from the two vanishings
and the unirationality can be proved just s in the former case.
Degenerate congruences of degree 6. They are complete intersections F 1 §3 thus with the announced presentation > J r (4) -> 0.
The smoothness and dimension 34 of the Hubert scheme follow from the isomorphism N γ = # y (l) ® $y(3). The unirationality is a consequence of the fact that each congruence Υ is obtained from a generic element of P(H°(S (1) 0 5(3)) v ).
Nondegenerate congruences with (</, </') = (3, 4), g = 3, # = 0, /> = 0. Any such congruence Υ must be linearly normal, since /i°( < 9y(l))^/i 0 (5y) + /z°(5 H (l)) = 6. Therefore /z°(5 y (2))^6 + /i°(# H (2))=18, i.e. fc°(J y (2))^2 and Υ is thus linked by two quadratic complexes to a congruence of bidegree (1,0) i.e. an α-plane. Since an α-plane Χ is linked to an α'-plane by two linear complexes it inherites the alternative presentation
Therefore the congruence Υ admits the announced presentation.
The smoothness and dimension 27 of the Hubert scheme follow by the lemma from the vanishings
The Hubert scheme is unirational because the above choice of three generic sections of £'(1) 0 S(l) 2 is parametrized by a dense open subset of Degenerate congruences of degree 7. Any such congruence Υ is necessarily linked to an α-plane by the complete intersection of a linear and a quartic complex so it has the announced invariants.
The rest of 7 in a complete intersection We recall from [15] , th. l that there is a spectral sequence E> q with
for all other p, 0 whose abutment £" is given by E° = F v , E" = 0 for n = 0. We will show that E? 9 = 0 for all p,q excepted £^2· 2 = S 2 F.
From the presentation of J y we obtain the following cohomology table for F to four α-planes meeting to each other in one point. This scheme is not CohenMacaulay and we know such property is preserved by linkage. Therefore, In order to obtain the cohomology of F (x) E (1) we observe first that for a generic α-plane X, it is F x = $ x 0 9 x (l) ® 9 X (2) . Indeed, the scheme Xn Υ has length 2, thus it is the complete intersection of a line and a conic in X = P 2 We see immediately that dimHom(5 Ö4 (l), G) = l, so there is a sequence 0 --VW -" G -> R -" °w here R is a coherent sheaf of rank 2 and Chern classes
We show now that R^E(l). Since F is generated by global sections with /j°(F)= 14, the sheaf G is also generated by global sections with h°(G)= 10, thus R itself is generated by global sections with h°(R) = 4. This provides a sequence 0 N· R 0.
Since R has homological dimension hd R 5 l, the sheaf N must be locally free and being stable of rank 2 with Chern classes c 1 =-l,c 2 = (Q, 1) it must be N = £' by § 2. On the other band, we saw that /j°( 
H°(£'(!)),
are isomorphisms. We can look at them äs different choices of a base in 4-dimensional vector space H° (E'(l) ). In other words, jf and ;|, thusj 1 ,j 2 are the same morphisms
